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Honorable Councilmembers,

We are submitting this evidence of support for the Alexan DTLA, as expressed in e-mails from 245 
individuals who visited our website, www.alexandtla.com. and felt strongly in favor of the project. We 
also have included letters of support from the Central City Association, the Downtown Los Angeles 
Neighborhood Council, the Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, the Historic Core Business 
Improvement District, 37 small business owners in the Jewelry District, and 9 small business owners 
from elsewhere in Downtown.

These individuals and organizations represent a cross-section of people who live, work and enjoy 
Downtown Los Angeles and want to see it continue to grow into a world-class urban center. They are 
Downtown stakeholders and visitors, veterans of Downtown as well as newcomers.

We hope you will recognize this as a strong show of support for the Alexan in your consideration of the 
Maple Multi-Family Land CA LP proposal.

Thank you.

Sincerely,

-fG/
Tanner Blackman

550 South Hope Street . Suite 530 • Los Angeles, CA 90071 * Telephone (2)3) 624-1550 . Fax (213) 688-1550 • www.kindelgagan.com

http://www.alexandtla.com
http://www.kindelgagan.com
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February 9, 2016

Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
Office of Zoning Administration, 7th Floor 
200 North Spring Street 
Los Angeles, California 90012

RE: Planning Case ft: DIR-2015-2976-TFAR-SPR
Project Address: 850 S. Hill Street
Applicant: Maple Multi-Family Land CA, L.P.

Dear Zoning Administrator:

At our regularly held public meeting on February 9, 2016, the Board of Directors of the Downtown Los 
Angeles Neighborhood Council (“DLANC”) voted to support the above request, pursuant to the motion 
passed on January 19, 2016, by DLANC’s Planning & Land Use Committee (“PLUC”).

DLANC supports the applicant’s request listed below:

1. Pursuant to LAMC §14.5.7, approval of a Transfer of Floor Area Rights of less than 50,000 
square feet in connection with the construction of a new 26-story mixed-use project consisting of 
up to 305 apartment units and 6,999 square feet of ground floor retail.

2. Pursuant to LAMC § 16.05, that Site Plan Review findings be made in connection with the 
proposed development.

In DLANC’s view, the information presented provides adequate justification for granting the requested 
approvals, subject to any additional conditions recommended by the LAPD and City Council Office. 
DLANC fully supports the applicant’s request and encourages the city to approve.

If possible, please provide a digital copy of the decision letter by mail to planning@dlanc.com instead of 
sending a hard copy. Thank you for your consideration of these comments..

Very truly yours, Very truly yours,

Patricia Berman 
DLANC President

Simon Ha, AIA, LEEP AP
DLANC Planning & Land Use Committee Co-Chair

CC: Shawn Kuk (Council District 14)
Sgt. John Strasner (Los Angeles Police Department)

http://www.dlanc.com
mailto:planning@dlanc.com
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October 28, 2015

Ms. Jenna Monterrosa 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 

200 North Spring Street 

Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Case No.: DIR-2015-2976-TFAR-SPR & ENV-201S-2977-EAF

Dear Ms. Monterrosa,

Established in 1924, the Central City Association (CCA) is L.A.'s premier business advocacy association 

whose 450 members employ over 350,000 people in the Los Angeles region. As the primary architect of 

the Downtown Renaissance, CCA believes Downtown's continued success is dependent on new 

investment.

CCA strongly supports the proposed 26-story mixed-use, high-rise development project located at 850 S. 

Hill Street. This project will contribute significantly to our thriving city center. It will transform an 

existing surface parking lot into a high-rise with 305 residential units and 6,999 square feet of retail and 

restaurant space.

The project meets the requirements of the Downtown Design Guide by providing elements that activate 

the street and it accommodates vehicular parking in a way that respects pedestrians and public spaces.

CCA supports the development of this project and believes this is a great opportunity bring much 

needed residential and commercial units to Downtown.

Sincerely,

Carol E. Schatz 

President & CEO



LOS ANGELES AREA
^)' CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

October 24,2016

Ms. Jenna Monterrosa 
City of Los Angeles 
Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Case No.: DIR-2015-2976-TFAR-SPR & ENV-2015-2977-EAF

Dear Ms. Monterrosa,

I write on behalf of the Los Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce and our 1,650 members in support 
of the project at 850 S. Hill Street. This project is an ideal fit for the Downtown Los Angeles 
community.

The Chamber supports the proposed 27-story project, which will bring a mix of residential units 
and commercial space to Hill and 9th Streets. This project will contribute significantly to our 
thriving city center. It will transform an existing surface parking lot into a high-rise with 305 
residential units and 6,200 square feet of retail and restaurant space.

The project meets the requirements of the Downtown Design Guide by providing elements that 
both activate the street and accommodate vehicular parking in a way that respects pedestrians and 
public spaces. We appreciate the developer working with the community to make multiple 
alterations to the design in order to accommodate the concerns expressed by residents in 
surrounding buildings.

The Chamber supports the development of this project and believes this is a great opportunity to 
bring much-needed residential and commercial units to Downtown.

Sincerely,
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January 1, 2016

HISTORIC
CORE
airwuis' IHMH&ffiiT DISTRICT
209-211 W. 5TH ST 

LOS ANGELAS 
CA 90013 

213/488-190) 
historiccore.bid

Jenna Monterrosa
Los Angeles Department of City Planning 
200 N. Spring Street Room 720 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Re: Project:
Developer: 
Location; 
Case No.

The Alexan
Trammell Crow Residential 
850 S. Hill Street 
DIR-2015 -2976-TFAR-SPR 
ENV-2015-2977 EAP

Dear Ms, Monterrosa,

On October 29, 2015 at the Historic Cote Business Improvement District Board of Directors 
meeting, the Board voted unanimously to support the “Alexan’’ project at 850 S. Hill Street as 
presented by Trammel Crow. The project adds important density to Downtown while respecting 
the neighborhood’s historic buildings and the scale of surrounding existing and planned 
developments.

Respectfully submitted,

is
Blair Besten 
Executive Director
Historic Core Business Improvement District

.t'Wj'.tji tCoce



LACBC

Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition 
634 S. Spring St. Suite 821 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 
Phone 213.629.2142 
Facsimile 213.629.2259 
www.la-bike.org

May 24, 2016

Ms. Jenna Monterrosa 
Department of City Planning 
Los Angeles City Hall 
200 N. Spring Street, Room 721 
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Planning Case #: ENV-2006-6302-MND-REC1. 
Project Address: 850 S. Hill Street 
Applicant: Maple Multi-Family Land CA, L.P

Dear Ms. Monterrosa:

The Los Angeles County Bicycle Coalition supports the Alexan DTLA project proposed at 850 S. Hill 
Street. We believe the Alexan is an example of a forward-thinking development that places a priority on 
bicycling and its contribution to the critical role active transportation plays in land use, public health, and 
environmental outcomes of this region.

The Alexan will be a mixed-use, high-density residential community near transit in the heart of Downtown 
Los Angeles. It includes 344 at-grade bike parking spaces, a departure from the usual design that places 
bicycle stalls in remote areas of parking garages. This more accessible option incentivizes biking as the 
preferred alternative for residents of the Alexan and their visitors.

Projects designed with transit in mind, such as The Alexan, are important for sustainable development and 
are essential to creating and maintaining a thriving community.

We respectfully request your support and approval for The Alexan.

Sincerely,

'T

-!3
Colin Bogart 
Education Director

http://www.la-bike.org
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Camden.
Living Excellence

October 24, 2016

Honorable City of Los Angeles Planning Commissioners,

I love the City of Los Angeles and I am thrilled with the recent improvements for shopping, 
entertainment, and meeting up with friends.

LA is finally starting to feel as it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the people 
who call Downtown home.

I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where empty 
sidewalks, vacant storefronts that make one part of Downtown seem disconnected from another.

That's why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and 
shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. 1 urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill

DR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR//ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,

John Hrovat
Director of Real Estate Investments 
Camden

CAMDEN
15303 Ventura Blvd, Suite 605 Sherman Oaks, CA 91403 P 818 628 5036



Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan 
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Dear Councilman Huizar,

I own a business in Downtown Los Angeles'jewelry district. I am delighted with 

the revitalization of Downtown that you have helped make possible. New 

transportation options, creative offices and restaurants, more housing and 
density. But we are not "there" yet. Many small businesses downtown are 
working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the population density 
we need to support these businesses. '

The proposed Alexan project at 9th & Hill Streets will help by bringing hundreds of 
new residents, visitors.and shoppers into Downtown. The economic survival of. 
small businesses is important to both the business owners and employees of 

' Downtown Los Angeles. Housing density downtown is our issue, too.

I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and Hill.

The Alexan DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-297.7-MND 

850 S, Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

I work in Downtown Los Angeles. I'm part of a growing and eclectic community 

that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, more 

housing and density. But we are not there yet Many small retail shops are 
working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical mass of 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 

survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 
employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 
Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

RSO S. Hill Street, Los Afigeles, CA 90014
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

1 own a business in Downtown Los Angeles. I'm part of a growing and eclectic 

community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 
more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small retail shops are 

working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical mass of 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 
survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 
employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 
Hill.

DlR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2G15-2977-MND .

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

I own a business in Downtown Los Angeies. I'm part of a growing and eclectic 

community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 

more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small retail shops are 
working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical mass of 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will heJp by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 

survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 
employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 
Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hili Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

I own a business in Downtown Los Angeles. I'm part of a growing and eclectic 

community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 

more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small retail shops are 

working hard to keep their doors open. We stiif don't have the critical mass of 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 
survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 
employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 
Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

1 own a business in Downtown Los Angeles. I'm part of a growing and eclectic 
community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 

more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small retail shops are 

working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical mass of 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 
survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 

employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 

Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND {

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014 '
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
. and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

I own a business in Downtown Los Angeles. I'm part of a growing and eclectic 

community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 
more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small retail shops are 

working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical mass of 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 
survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 
employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 

Hill.

D1R-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

I own a business in Downtown Los Angeles. I'm part of a growing and eclectic 

community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 

more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small retail shops are 

working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical mass of ’ 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The.economic 

survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and
employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and
Hill. ;

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977rMND ;

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 900X4 \
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

! own a business in Downtown Los Angeles,' I'm part of a growing and eclectic 

community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 

more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small retail shops are 

working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical mass of ' 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 
survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 

employees of Downtown Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 
Hill. . -

Dm-26l5,2976‘-TDR-SPR // ENW2015-2977-MND . 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Michael Saltzmaa ,
' ' Partner
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Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan
and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

I own a business in Downtown Los Angeies. I'm part of a growing and eclectic 

community that's building momentum with new creative offices and restaurants, 

more housing and density. But we; a re riot there yet. Many small retail shops are 

working hard to keep their doors open. We still don't have the critical tnass of ' 
residents we need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing 

hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. The economic 

survival of small businesses is important to both the business owners and 

employees of Downtown-Los Angeles. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th and 

Hill. . I

DiR-2015-2976*TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S, Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014
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FROM: smartinez222@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smail Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-22 16:39:15

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Samantha Martinez
550 s hope street #530
Los angeles California, 90071

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:smartinez222@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: noah.m.adler@gmai!.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 19:38:08

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Noah Adler 
320 S. Clark Drive
Los Angeles California, 90048 ,

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm} at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: gaganla@earthlink.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-23 19:09:27

I iove DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

D1R-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Patti Gagan
1100 S. Hope St #801
LA California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:gaganla@earthlink.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: shane.swerdlow@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 23:45:44

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

D1R-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Shane Swerdlow
228 3/4 South Fuller Avenue
Los Angeles California, 90036

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm} at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:shane.swerdlow@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jackiebrandes@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monierrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 19:15:52

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Jacqueline Brandes 
9474 Blackley Street 
Temple City California, 91780

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jackiebrandes@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: smahenzel@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 15:16:51

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24U population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. ! want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Stephanie Henzel
750 S Spaulding Ave Apt 318
Los Angeles California, 90036

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:smahenzel@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: alex@craigtawson.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smalt Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 17:56:21

i love DTLA, t am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

ALEXANDER IRVINE
3221 Hutchison Avenue Suite D
Los Angeles California, 90034

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:alex@craigtawson.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: mgagan@kindelgagan.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 17:02:52

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Michaei Gagan 
550 S Hope St
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:mgagan@kindelgagan.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: chris@urbanize.la
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 16:39:08

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That's why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & HiH.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Chris Loos
746 S Los Angeles St #1109 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:chris@urbanize.la
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: geoyu28@aol.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 15:30:21

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

George Yu
727 N Broadway Suite 208 
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:geoyu28@aol.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: sptdey@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT; Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-18 01:12:02

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

peter parker
1900 West 32nd Ave
Denver Colorado, 80211

Prepared by One Click Politicsftm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,piease contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:sptdey@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: dionnoravian@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-04 21:18:19

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Dion Noravian „ ®
756 S Broadway 1109 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:dionnoravian@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: bernie.munoz44@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-03 17:29:56

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Bernardo Munoz 
9952 foster road 
Bellflower California, 90706

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:bernie.munoz44@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: nirad@nirad.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-28 23:22:34

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hili.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely .

Nirad Gupta
620 S Main St #306
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:nirad@nirad.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: dtlajoshl @gmail. com '
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-23 03:32:14

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Josh Gray-Emmer
416 S Spring St
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: tflintoft@kindelgagan.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 21:39:03

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown, i want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Thomas Flintoft
550 South Hope Street #530
Los Angeles California, 90071

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoSitics.com

mailto:tflintoft@kindelgagan.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoSitics.com


FROM: almalam@kw.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-28 03:46:54

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill,

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Alma Lam
600 S. Spring St. #309 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:almalam@kw.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: richjesmer@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-23 02:51:54

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Rich Jesmer
621 S Spring St #509
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:richjesmer@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: zguy@zorrofx.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-21 21:12:36

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Guy Catalano
550 S. Hope Street
Los Angeles California, 90071

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:zguy@zorrofx.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: oneokie86@aim.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-28 02:48:56

(love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014 -

Sincerely

Christopher Lillian 
PO Box 70112
Los Angeles California, 90070

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:oneokie86@aim.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: joshraymd@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-23 02:46:30

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR IIENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Josh Albrektson
655 South Hope street apt 1705 
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:joshraymd@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: tdevine76@gmasl.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE :2015-10-21 19:41:49

i love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. S see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why i support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Teresa Devine 
621 S. Spring St.
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:tdevine76@gmasl.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: patricia.gagan@lausd.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
D ATE :2015-10-23 19:10:23

! love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Patti Gagan
333 S. Beaudry Ave
LA California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:patricia.gagan@lausd.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: chrisslivar@gmait.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smalt Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-04 21:24:30

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are sfiil pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Chris Slivar
756 S. BROADWAY #1104 
LOS ANGELES California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:chrisslivar@gmait.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: parthokaIyani@gmaii.com
TO; Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-29 17:04:23

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Partho kalyani 
939 s hill at 
La California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:parthokaIyani@gmaii.com
http://www.onedickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM; dustincash@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smali Businesses. Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-04 21:16:00

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it wouid be 
possible without the people who cal! Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

DUSTIN CASH
756 S BROADWAY
LOS ANGELES California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politicsftm} at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:dustincash@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: brandon.guzman@smithgroupjjr.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-31 15:48:43

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DlR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Brandon R, Guzman 
550 S Hope St. Ste1950 
Los Angeles California, 90071

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:brandon.guzman@smithgroupjjr.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: meagan.d@live.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11 -04 21:24:08

I fove DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Meagan DesChenes
756 S Broadway #1014
LOS ANGELES California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:meagan.d@live.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


FROM: melsssa.nishioka@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-03 18:03:56

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Melissa Nishioka 
13362 Tiburon Way 
Tustin California, 92782

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:melsssa.nishioka@yahoo.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: icebrg@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-31 15:47:39

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Brandon R. Guzman 
530 W7TH ST No 1005 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:icebrg@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: mathew.marquez@gmait.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:20t5-11-04 21:19:15

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why ! support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Mathew Marquez
756 S Broadway
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politicsftm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:mathew.marquez@gmait.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: tgonzalez2121 ©yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-03 17:32:05

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Tatiana Gonzalez 
1902 W 17th St Apt A 
Santa Ana California, 92707

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: charleshbg@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-10-29 21:39:09

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24(7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why ! support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Charles B Garretson
123 S figuerioa St
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:charleshbg@gmail.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: todd.wilkinsonO@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smail Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11 -05 01:08:43

I love DTLA. I am thriiied with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Todd Wilkinson
756 S Broadway Apt 408
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm} at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:todd.wilkinsonO@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM:molivannpp@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 19:40:10

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. ! urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Molivann Phlong 
337 w norwood p!
San Gabriel California, 91776

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:molivannpp@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jaysonic87@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11 -04 22:59:41

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Juan Caza
756 S. Broadway #204 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jaysonic87@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: furosos@earthlink.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2015*11-12 19:32:37

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Mike Serra
2101 2nd street
Long Beach California, 90803

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:furosos@earthlink.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: babsinla@hotmaiI.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2015-11-04 22:13:52

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. 1 urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Barbara Martin
756 S. Broadway #511
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:babsinla@hotmaiI.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jet_1st@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-04 21:59:58

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there Is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. ! see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely .

Jet Lorn boy
756 S Broadway #210
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolstics.com. For information regarding this
service ,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jet_1st@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolstics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: madison„597@live.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11 *04 21:16:20

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Madison Cameron
756 S Broadway St Apt 811
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:597@live.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


FROM: danieilacohan@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-03 02:26:40

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA, i urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Daniella Cohan
1704 Lexington Rd
Beverly Hills California, 90210

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpoiitics.com

mailto:danieilacohan@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpoiitics.com


FROM: will@aialosangeles.org
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 23:41:39

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. ! see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Wilt Wright
3780 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 800 
Los Angeles California, 90010

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:will@aialosangeles.org
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: santiago.trias@gmait.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smai! Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11 -12 22:51:02

t love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill,

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Santiago Trias
501 W Olympic Blvd apt 930
ios angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, pi ease contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:santiago.trias@gmait.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: wiilrobwright@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 23:40:47

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Will Wright
734 N. East Kensington Road 
Los Angeles California, 90026

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:wiilrobwright@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: katherine.ann.mangin@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smal! Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 22:48:49

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Katherine Mangin
810 S Flower St APT 1117
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service.please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:katherine.ann.mangin@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: jrrnelsonesq@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2G15-11-12 22:24:12

! love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into , 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Jeff Nelson
650 S Spring St Apt 612 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jrrnelsonesq@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: gnhutchinsl ©gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 21:02:39

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Grant Hutchins 
1329 N. Alvarado St.
Los Angeles California, 91206

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpoiitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpoiitics.com


FROM: kingneilabib@outlook.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smali Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 20:22:22

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown, t want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S, Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Neil Khunti 
15 Portola Court 
Pomona California, 91766

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kingneilabib@outlook.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: 27kevkev@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 22:23:48

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Kevin Serveilon *
11775 Countryside Dr.
Fontana California, 92337

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:27kevkev@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: joshua.w.drake@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smali Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2015-11 -12 20:57 ;04

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Josh Drake
629 traction Ave
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:joshua.w.drake@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: michael.hayes@jerde.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 20:21:31

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Michael Hayes
913 Ocean Front Walk
Venice California, 90291

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:michael.hayes@jerde.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: felixromero2013@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 22:18:25

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR II ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Felix Romero 
7827 Whitsett Ave.
Los Angeles California, 90001

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpojitics.com

mailto:felixromero2013@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpojitics.com


FROM: oudeleon@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11*12 20:48:05

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Oscar DeLeon
11119 Pine Ave
Lynwood California, 90262

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, pi ease contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:oudeleon@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: andrewhunter01@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2Q15-11 -12 20:06:15

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fulty alive and thriving DTLA, I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR II ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Andrew Hunter
1111 Wilshire Blvd Apt 338
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:andrewhunter01@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: crowejos@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE.-2015-11-12 21:49:28

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

D1R-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Joshua Crowell
610 S Main St #313
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) atwww.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service, pi ease contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:crowejos@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: marciaidecastro@iive.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 20:39:34

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

marcial de castro 
2125 reservoir st 
L.A. California, 90026

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:marciaidecastro@iive.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: idundy@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-1t-12 20:33:35

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Aibro Lundy 
725 Bixel St 
LA California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:idundy@gmail.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: neuralchemist@gmaif.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE.2015-11-12 19:57:35

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill,

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Benjamin Berry 
207 Country Club Dr 
Burbank California, 91501

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:neuralchemist@gmaif.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: wiicall 958@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 19:51:03

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

William Wilson 
34847 Fairport way 
Yucaipa California, 92399

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) atwww.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:958@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: monica.yap@marsh.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown l_A)
DATE:2015-11-10 22:52:11

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Monica Yap 
777 S. Figueora St.
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:monica.yap@marsh.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: matthewseverson@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 19:49:51

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Matthew Severson 
530 s kenmore ave 
los angeles California, 90020

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:matthewseverson@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: freyazhou1204@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-09 03:28:30

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

freya zhou
3335 s. figueroa st.
los angeles California, 90007

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:freyazhou1204@gmail.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: luongviettien@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 19:45:03

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Tien Luong
1600 Felton Lane
Redondo Beach California, 90278

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:luongviettien@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: entlawyer1@aol.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-01 07:51:52

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Adam Bialow
1007 Figueroa Terrace Unit C 
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:entlawyer1@aol.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: zarrkon@aol.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-Q1-30 20:02:21

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Ian Burney
639 S Spring st
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:zarrkon@aol.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: cwofk@sbcglobai.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-30 03:07:00

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who cal! Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

cari wolk
818 west 7th Street Suite 860 
los angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:cwofk@sbcglobai.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: ryan@ryanmatteson.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-30 02:20:37

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why i support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Ryan Matteson
460 S. Spring St
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:ryan@ryanmatteson.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: tyler.reit2.photo.design@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 21:46:55

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown, I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA, i urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR II ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Tyler Reitz
430 S. Broadway
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com .

mailto:tyler.reit2.photo.design@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM; deisy@desuar.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 18:34:39

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

daisy suarez
650 s spring st 217
los angeies California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:deisy@desuar.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: andrewmcquain@msn.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 17:35:58

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

ANDREW WMCQUAIN 
10309 Inglewood Ave #4 
Inglewood California, 90304

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:andrewmcquain@msn.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: robert@smartiareaity.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 17:16:57

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Robert McGowan
220 W 5th street
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:robert@smartiareaity.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: tiffanygatto@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 17:00:34

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Tiffany Gatto
215 W 5th Street 1102
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:tiffanygatto@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: lawrence.aldava@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 15:01:42

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR It ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Lawrence Aldava
501 W. Olympic Blvd #213
Los Angeles California, 90015 '

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm} at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:lawrence.aldava@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


FROM: adam.mcnevin@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -19 00:52:45

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown, None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That's why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Adam McNevin
15 fieldstone drive
Dennis ma Massachusetts, 02638

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onectickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:adam.mcnevin@yahoo.com
http://www.onectickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: kevin.lew26@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan arid DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 14:49:45

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014 .

Sincerely

Kevin Lew
1849 Cochran PI
Los Angeles California, 90019

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service .please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kevin.lew26@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: earredondo85@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 03:17:18

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014 '

Sincerely

Ernesto Arredondo 
10515 San Anselmo Ave 
South Gate California, 90280

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com, For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:earredondo85@gmail.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: mps2131 @gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 11:16:37

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Mikhaile Savary
460 south spring street
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politicsftm) at www.oneciickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onecIickpolitics.com

http://www.oneciickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onecIickpolitics.com


FROM: jaysonic87@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11 -04 22:59:41

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Juan Caza
756 S. Broadway #204 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:jaysonic87@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


FROM: shayna@englin.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses; Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2016-01-29 07:51:34

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely '

Shayna Engiin
810 S Flower St. #916
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:shayna@englin.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: karrib222@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 07:45:29

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That's why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Karri Miles 
1738 Canyon Dr.
Los Angeles California, 90028

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:karrib222@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: ryukoinc@gmail.com
TO. Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 04:21:51

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Ryuko Ozawa
416 S Spring St 208
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:ryukoinc@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


J FROM: havetund@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 03:56:06

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown, I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Klaus Havelund
416 south spring street
Los angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:havetund@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: wildandoutofcontrol@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 03:20:43

i love DTLA, t am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are stilt pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Mike' Lynch
413 W. 94th St
Los Angeles California, 90003

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolstics.com

mailto:wildandoutofcontrol@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolstics.com


FROM: rodriguezcarmen2@aol.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 01:41:14

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why ! support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

carmen rodriguez 
541 S. Spring St.
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpofitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:rodriguezcarmen2@aol.com
http://www.oneclickpofitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: cfaund88@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2016-01-29 01:04:34

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Charlenne Faundez
110 East 9th Street
Los Angeles California, 90079

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:cfaund88@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: claudiamurillo09@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2Q16-01 -29 00:51:19

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why i support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Claudia Murillo 
420 S. San Pedro St.
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpofitics.com

mailto:claudiamurillo09@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpofitics.com


FROM: miatch99@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 00:50:19

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24(7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan, The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Mitch Carricart
901 S Broadway #702
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:miatch99@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


J FROM: mahmood.farhan@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses. Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 00:47:38

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. ! see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Farhan Mahmood
236 S Los Angeles St
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:mahmood.farhan@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: modakhil@gmafl.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 00:28:58

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Mohammad Dakhil 
411 S Main St Unit 520 

T Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:modakhil@gmafl.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jamie@fluxbranding.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:20l6-G1-29 00:22:29

l love DTLA. I am thrilied with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Jamie Schwartzman
1308 Factory Place Loft 202
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:jamie@fluxbranding.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: ja2salsera@h0tmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 00:22:17

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. ! want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA, i urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND ’
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Jazmin Quezada
215 W 6th Street Apt 214
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Potitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:ja2salsera@h0tmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: iamrukurt@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 00:18:53

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Kurt Thomas
4575 Finley Ave
Los Angeles California, 90025

Prepared by One Click PoSitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, pi ease contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:iamrukurt@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


4
FROM: jsberry87@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -29 00:15:40

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

John Berry 
334 S. Main St.
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jsberry87@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: melissa.teigue@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE.2016-01 -29 00.12.53

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Melissa Teigue
1111 S Grand Ave. # 504
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:melissa.teigue@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: steve.ramirez78@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 00:12:27

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Steve Ramirez
202 S. Juanita Ave. #2-214
Los Angeles California, 90004

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:steve.ramirez78@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com
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' FROM: !indsey@nationbui!der,com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smali Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-29 00:10:50

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Aiexan. The Aiexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Aiexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Lindsey Keefner 
520 S. Grand St,

K Los Angeles California, 90071

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, pi ease contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: kdancey@swinerton.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -20 14:21:17

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR II ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Keith Dancey
865 South Figueroa Street
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kdancey@swinerton.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: bhajjar@swinerton.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:20I6-0I-I9 20:11:26

! love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan, The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

D1R-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Brian Hajjar
16798 West Bernardo Drive 
San Diego California, 92127

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:bhajjar@swinerton.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: jgurnick@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -19 18:42:32

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR ii ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Jason Gurnick
416 S. Spring Street #1006
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jgurnick@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: mberryhill@swinerton.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smalt Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-19 15:41:2Q

I love DTLA. ] am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S, Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Mike Berryhill
16798 West Bernardo Dr.
San Diego California, 92127

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:mberryhill@swinerton.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: chris@dmbusinessconsulting.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2016-01-19 06:24:18

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill. '

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Chris Martin
315 W 5th St Apt 914
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:chris@dmbusinessconsulting.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: dsf63@mac.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-19 05:18:15

I love DTl_A. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA, I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Dave Foley
14925 MAGNOLIA BOULEVARD #213 
SHERMAN OAKS California, 91403

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:dsf63@mac.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: julsanfiorenzo@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-19 04.47.55

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there Is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. 1 see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Jull Weber 
312 w 5th st
Los angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:julsanfiorenzo@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: ciark.woodford@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE;2016-01 -19 04:00:59

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That's why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Clark Woodford
257 S. Spring St. #3M
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:ciark.woodford@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: remopacker@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2016-01-19 02:40:56

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th &. Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Remo Packer 
111 W7TH ST
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:remopacker@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: benjamin12@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-0M9 02:21:16

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Benjamin B Lopez 
1050 s flower st apt 605 
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:benjamin12@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: scottkamalski@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-19 01:48:16

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who calf Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

SCOTT KAMALSKI
1330 FACTORY PLACE SUITE 220
LOS ANGELES California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:scottkamalski@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: mgoldman@urbansolutionsla.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-19 00:55:23

I love DTLA. I am thriiled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Morrie Goldman
200 S. Los Angeles Street #311
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:mgoldman@urbansolutionsla.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


FROM: adam.mcnevin@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -19 00:52:45

I love DTLA, f am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Adam McNevin
15 fieidstone drive
Dennis ma Massachusetts, 02638

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:adam.mcnevin@yahoo.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jyaras@fidmmuseum.org
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smal! Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -19 00:46:57

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR II ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Judy Yaras
919 s grand ave
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jyaras@fidmmuseum.org
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: nkprev@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-19 00:00:34

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Nicholas Previsich
416 S. Spring St. Apt 306
Los Angeles CA California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:nkprev@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: grnune2@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 23:56:29

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA, i urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Guillermo Nunez 
219 W 7th St
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoIitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:grnune2@me.com
http://www.oneclickpoIitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: shfinnyg5Sgmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 23:44:46

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Shen Deshayne
219 W 7th Street
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jweiss@kennedywilson.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 23:31:46

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Justin Weiss
901 South Broadway
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) atwww.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jweiss@kennedywilson.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: cyfroice@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 23:30:48

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who cal! Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Cy Hopkins
650 S Spring St Apt 912 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics{tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:cyfroice@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: harwoodhamilton@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smalt Businesses, Support The Atexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01 -18 23:29:19

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Woodie hamilton
3044 west blvd
Los Angeles California, 90016

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:harwoodhamilton@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: neison@maitez.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 23:01:58

! love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That's why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan wilt bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Nelson Maltez
460 S Spring Street #213
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:neison@maitez.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: tonarmccarthy@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 23:01:24

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why i support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Brian McCarthy 
895 Passiflora Ave.
Encinitas California, 92024

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:tonarmccarthy@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: rayhaj@hotmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 22:56:40

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Ray Haj
865 South figueroa
los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics,com

mailto:rayhaj@hotmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: chrisneiS8@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smal! Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 22:55:55

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. ! want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Chris Neil
510 S. Spring St. #501 
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Poiiticsftm) atwww.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:chrisneiS8@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: havelund@gmaiil.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smail Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 22:53:40

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Klaus Haveiund
416 south spring street
Los angelee California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:havelund@gmaiil.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: asiandime@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smat! Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-01-18 22:47:28

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. ! want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S, Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Sara brinsfield
416 s. spring St.
los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:asiandime@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: me@stephencorwin.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
D ATE :2Q16-01 -18 22:40:44

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown, None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. ! want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Stephen Corwin
411 S Main St #201
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:me@stephencorwin.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: kevznwnq@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-12-20 08:17:44

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Keith Wong
21610 Orrick Avenue Unit 9 
Carson California, 90745

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) atwww.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kevznwnq@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: tylerconvery@elevated-la.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-16 19:34:08

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Tyler Convery
810 S Flower St. Suite 716
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service.please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:tylerconvery@elevated-la.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: csmguitar2@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE;2015-11-14 22:05:34

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24n population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Carl Moore
13452 Falmouth Place 
Tustin California, 92780

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) atwww.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:csmguitar2@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: wilcalwilson@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-12-19 19:58:13

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR It ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Geoff Wilson 
34847 Fairport way 
Yucaipa California, 92399

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:wilcalwilson@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: aiika@brideau.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2015-11 -16 09:40:46

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are stiil pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DlR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Alex Brideau ill
888 N Alameda St
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:aiika@brideau.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: northendmatt@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smai! Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2015-11 -14 20:24:00

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Matt Dixon
620 W Wilson Ave H
Glendale California, 91203

Prepared by One Click Politicsftm} at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:northendmatt@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: peterbengston@gmait.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-18 23:49:10

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Peter Bengston 
41-30 46th St. Apt. 4A 
Sunnyside NY New York, 11104

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:peterbengston@gmait.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


FROM: erosofca@hotmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAi
DATE:2015-11-15 15:05:44

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Robert Avila
645 W. 9th Street #544
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:erosofca@hotmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: edmundoluna@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-14 18:27:34

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Edmundoluna Luna
2350 panorama terrace
Los Angeles California, 90039

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolltics.com

mailto:edmundoluna@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolltics.com


FROM: mquesadajr@grnail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-18 16:44:28

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Mario Quesada 
325 W 8th St
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:mquesadajr@grnail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: 0scar.nmi.hernande2@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-15 00:22:50

! love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Oscar Hernandez 
520 S. Mariposa Ave.
Los Angeles California, 90020

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:0scar.nmi.hernande2@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: brian.nores@dpstickets.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-14 18:24:43

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Brian nores
2350 pano ram a te rrace .
Los angeles California, 90039

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com ,

mailto:brian.nores@dpstickets.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: er123@mail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE;2015-11-17 09:45:56

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who cal! Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Emmanuel Ramirez 
215 W 7th St #1005 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoSitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:er123@mail.com
http://www.oneclickpoSitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: a2adamirghassemi@gmail.c0m
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-14 23:58:42

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR ll ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Azad Amir-Ghassemi
2619 wilshire blvd
los angeles California, 90057

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:a2adamirghassemi@gmail.c0m
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: will110@verizon.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-14 16:37:43

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That's why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

William Kelly 
3121 3rd St
Santa Monica California, 90405

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:will110@verizon.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: bdball3@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-14 14:52:59

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Brian Ball
315 W 9th Street
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:bdball3@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: adams.1170@gmaN.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-14 00:07:07

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Brendan Adams
1915 Clinton Street
Los Angeles California, 90026

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:adams.1170@gmaN.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: anorvell@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 23:51:08

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DiR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Adam Norvell
661 36th Street ,
Manhattan Beach California, 90266

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this 
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com
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mailto:anorvell@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: parekh.amit33@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAS
DATE:2015-11-13 20:59:28

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR IIENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Amit Parekh
655 S. Hope Unit 805
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:parekh.amit33@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


FROM: joshemmons@hotmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 18:14:20

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. A is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Josh Emmons
756 SBroadway Unit 1114
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Polltics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:joshemmons@hotmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: dcteaviit@mac.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa '
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2015-11-13 17:26:40

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Derek Leavitt
4031 Lyceum Ave
Los Angeles California, 90066

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service.please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:dcteaviit@mac.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: r.peppey@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 13:47:23

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Robert Peppey .
3523 Crestmont Avenue 
Los Angeles California, 90026

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service.please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:r.peppey@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: courtcanterbury@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 12:06:21

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Court Canterbury 
604 E. California Ave 
Ridgecrest California, 93555

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service.please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:courtcanterbury@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: saf@erfrazier.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smalt Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 07:27:05

l love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Scott Frazier
4108 marathon st
Los Angeles California, 90029

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneciickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service .please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:saf@erfrazier.com
http://www.oneciickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: rdpantoja@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smaii Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 06:44:04

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hii! Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

RAMON PANTOJA
714 W OLYMPIC BLVD
LOS ANGELES California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:rdpantoja@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: atexanderbashre@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 06:23:25

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Blake Alexander
727 Westbourne Drive #206
West Hollywood California, 90069

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:atexanderbashre@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: delatorrejorgelO@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support SmaiS Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 05:47:35

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Jorge De La Torre 
312 Joann st
Costa Mesa California, 92626

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:delatorrejorgelO@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jacobmholguin@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2015-11 -13 05:23:49

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Jacob hoiguin 
1613
West Covina Delaware, 19791

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:jacobmholguin@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: earredondo85@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 03:17:18

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home, i see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Ernesto Arredondo 
10515 San Anselmo Ave 
South Gate California, 90280

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, pi ease contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:earredondo85@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: pwk4cw@virginia.edu
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 02:38:22

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Phil Kim
430 S Broadway
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:pwk4cw@virginia.edu
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: eric.r.garcia@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2015-11-13 02:30:16

I love DTLA, I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Eric R Garcia
416 S SPRING ST APT 706 
LOS ANGELES California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:eric.r.garcia@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: moosavia@metro.net .
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 23:13:30

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who cal! Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown, i want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Alex Moosavi
800 West 1 st Street
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpotitics.com

mailto:moosavia@metro.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpotitics.com


FROM: bemidjisteve@hotmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-13 01:12:01

I iove DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Stephen Hinz
609 S Grand Ave
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:bemidjisteve@hotmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: joebrancheau@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2015-11-12 23:11:55

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

joseph brancheau 
600 w 9th 701
los angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:joebrancheau@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: hejnac@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 23:51:11

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Cameron Hejna
3760 S Figueroa St
Los Angeles California, 90007

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:hejnac@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: joebrancheau@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2015-11-12 23:09:57

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

joseph brancheau 
600 w 9 th 701
los angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclsckpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service.please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:joebrancheau@gmail.com
http://www.oneclsckpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: kmg852@gmait.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 20:21:04

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Katherine gray
705 W. 9th St. Apt. 1603
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kmg852@gmait.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: molivannpp@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 20:59:38

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Molivann Phlong
337 w norwood pi
San Gabriel California, 91776

Prepared by One Click Politicsftm) at www.orseclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:molivannpp@gmail.com
http://www.orseclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: dgthomas12@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 02:39:15

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to fee! as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

David Thomas
334 S Main Apt 9602
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:dgthomas12@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: kirk.oneone77@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 16:53:01

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Kirk Gaw
206 W. 6th St. #366
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:kirk.oneone77@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: brudy918@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smail Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2016-02-08 18:04:46

i love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why i support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Morgan Terrinoni 
hill st
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:brudy918@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: Email address
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:Recorded on

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

First name Last name
Address
City State, Zip

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: join@steven-white.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 18:47:35

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Steve White
880 N Alameda St #302
Los Angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:join@steven-white.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jameswildexo@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 19:01:55

! love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2477 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR U ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Ashley Dutka
5600 Wilshire bivd unit 523 
los Angeles ca California, 90036

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:jameswildexo@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: greg.kwotek@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Atexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 19:39:42

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Greg Kwolek
6415 1/2 Ruby Street
LOS ANGELES California, 90042

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:greg.kwotek@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: andrewodom@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 20:57:26

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here lor shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Andrew T Odom
705 Westmount Drive
WEST HOLLYWOOD California, 90069

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:andrewodom@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: justintodd.weiss@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LAI
DATE:2016-02-08 00:27:06

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Justin Weiss
901 South Broadway
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneciickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:justintodd.weiss@gmail.com
http://www.oneciickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: chrisserafino@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 16:48:59

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Chris serafino
424 S Broadway 407
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:chrisserafino@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: reedaivarado@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 17:38:10

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why ! support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Reed Alvarado 
300 S. Santa Fe ave.
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:reedaivarado@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: dyangOO@gmait.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 18:41:56

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

David Yang 
220 W 5th ST
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:dyangOO@gmait.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


I
FROM: ans275@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 18:52:37

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeies, CA 90014

Sincerely

Amanda Schaneman 
756 S Spring St Apt 603 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this 
service.please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

l

mailto:ans275@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: pperkowski@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE 2016-02-07 19:04:35

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Peter Perkowski
727 W 7th St #822
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:pperkowski@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: nathaniei.cormier@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smail Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 18:42:05

I love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA, I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

D1R-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Nate Cormier
770 S Grand Ave
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:nathaniei.cormier@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: hai@halbergman.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 18:54:01

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Hal Bergman
215 West Seventh Street #1405 
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:hai@halbergman.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: kchail126@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2016-02-07 19:17:10

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown, I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Karen Hall
312 W. 5th St. Apt. 1124 
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kchail126@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: christine_mcw@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Aiexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 20:24:50

I love DTLA. ! am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Christine McWilliams
1000 S Hope St
Los Angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:christine_mcw@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: beverlyc@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smaii Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 21:14:44

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Beverly Christiansen
801 S Hope apt 1314
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:beverlyc@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: frdan@stjohnsla.org
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 02:42:17

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why l support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Dan Ade
514 west Adams Blvd 
LA California, 90007

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:frdan@stjohnsla.org
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: kirk.oneone77@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 16:53:28

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Kirk Gaw
206 W. 6th St. #366
Los Angeles California, 90014

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kirk.oneone77@gmail.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: lukehklipp@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 18:04:54

I love DTLA, t am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Luke Klipp
1320 N Hoover St
Los Angeles California, 90027

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:lukehklipp@gmail.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


f
FROM: brfoley76@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE :2016-02-07 18:43:34

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Brad Foley
2702 S Normandie Ave 
Los Angeles California, 90007

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this 
service.please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com
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FROM: shanedphillips@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 18:54:59

i love DTLA, i am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends, LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there's empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Shane Phillips
511 S Oxford Ave #205
Los Angeles California, 90020

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoiitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:shanedphillips@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpoiitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: r.peppey@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 19:19:01

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Robert Peppey
3523 Crestmont Avenue
Los Angeles California California, 90026

Prepared by One Click Politicsftm} at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:r.peppey@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: martinmcdelian@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 20:30:35

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Martin McClellan 
4151 Arch Dr.
Studio City California, 91604

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:martinmcdelian@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: txchristiansen@me.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 21:34:12

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Tim Christiansen 
801 S Hope St
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:txchristiansen@me.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: iamm.julian@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smal! Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 07:30:38

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Julian Lamm
655 S Hope Street
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Poiiticsftm) at www.oneclickpotitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:iamm.julian@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpotitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM; dantaylor03@gmail.con
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 18:45:47

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Dan Taylor 
612 S Flower
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:dantaylor03@gmail.con
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM:
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 19:00:11

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as If it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Richard Nordin
215 W 5th St apt 508
Los Angeles California, 90013

Prepared by One Click Poiitics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


f
FROM: oscarhgake@sbcglobal.net
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 19:21:01

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR it ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Oscar Gake 
1921 N. PassAve.
Burbank California, 91505

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@onedickpolitics.com

mailto:oscarhgake@sbcglobal.net
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@onedickpolitics.com


FROM: wasseft@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Smalt Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 20:42:58

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Wassef tawachi
123 S Figueroa st
Los angeles California, 90012

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:wasseft@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: weissglassd@gmaii.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-07 23:18:39

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

David Weissglass
612 S. Flower St. Apt. 727
Los Angeles California, 90017

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneciickpolitics.com

mailto:weissglassd@gmaii.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneciickpolitics.com


FROM: kelbeen@yahoo.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 11:28:41

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why I support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely

Kelvin Cheng 
1408 Indian Weil Dr.
Diamond Bar California, 91765

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service,please contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:kelbeen@yahoo.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


FROM: jiflrenfrow@gmail.com
TO: Jenna Monterrosa
SUBJECT: Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!
DATE:2016-02-08 17:26:08

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting 
up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be 
possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 2417 population has made 
possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing 
for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from another. That’s why 1 support 
the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, visitors and shoppers into 
Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to support the 
Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 
850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA90014

Sincerely

Jill Renfrow
900 south Figueroa #2102 
Los angeles California, 90015

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this
service, pi ease contact admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:jiflrenfrow@gmail.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Re: I’m a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and 
meeting up with friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it 
would be possible without the people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population 
has made possible Downtown, but there are still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, 
virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems disconnected from 
another. That’s why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving 
DTLA. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Chris McClintock

312 W. 5th Street #617 
Los Angeles, CA 90013 
Constituent



Alex Irvine
C

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicole LeBlanc <myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com>
Saturday, October 22, 2016 10:38 PM 
Alex Irvine
I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I’m a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. That’s why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

( DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Nicole LeBlanc

600 s. Spring st
Los Angeles, CA 90014
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact 
admin@oneclickpolitics.com
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Alex Irvine

From: Scott Plante < myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com>
Sent: Friday, October 21, 2016 3:41 PM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I’m a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

1 love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. That’s why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Scott Plante

4019 Del Mar Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90029 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com '
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From: Francisco Garcia <myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 18, 2016 7:13 PM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

: Alex Irvine

Re: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

1 live in Downtown Los Angeles. I choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a waikable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything I need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. 1 urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014 .

Sincerely,
Francisco Garcia

222 S Figueroa #323 
Los Angeles, CA 90012 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.corr>. For information regarding this service, please contact 
admin@oneclickpolitics.com
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Alex Irvine

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Randy Niznik <myvoice@oneclickpo!itics.com> 
Monday, October 17, 2016 4;53 PM 
Alex Irvine
I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I live in Downtown Los Angeles. I choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a walkable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything I need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. 1 urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Randy Niznik

121 E. 6th St. #306 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Alex Irvine

From: Clare De Briere <myvoice@onedickpolitics.com>
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2016 4:52 PM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine, •

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. That’s why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 1 want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. 1 urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014 .

Sincerely,
Clare De Briere

700 South Flower Street, Suite 2600 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact 
admin@oneclickpolitics.com
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Alex Irvine

From: Jeff King <myvoice@onedickpolitics.com>
Sent: Monday, October 17, 2016 4:52 PM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends, LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. Thaf s why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Jeff King

544 S.Grand Ave (Water Grill) 
Los Angeles, CA 90071 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact 
admin@oneclickpolitics.com ■

mailto:myvoice@onedickpolitics.com
http://www.onedickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Alex Irvine

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Robb Mason <myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com> 
Monday, October 17, 2016 4;35 PM 
Alex Irvine
I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I live in Downtown Los Angeles, I choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a walkable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything I need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Robb Mason

108 W 2nd St
Los Angeles, CA 90012
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Alex Irvine

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kristofer Goider <myvoice@oneclickpolftics.com> 
Monday, October 17, 2016 4:35 PM 
Alex Irvine
I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I live in Downtown Los Angeles. I choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a walkable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything 1 need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Kristofer Golder

746 S Los Angeles St, 709 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneolickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpoiitics.com

mailto:myvoice@oneclickpolftics.com
http://www.oneolickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoiitics.com


Alex Irvine

From:
Sent:
To;
Subject:

Richard Tseng <myvoice@onedickpolitics.com> 
Monday, October 17, 2016 4:35 PM 
Alex Irvine
I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I live in Downtown Los Angeles. 1 choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a walkable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything I need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Richard Tseng

770 S Grand Ave, 6032 
Los Angeles, CA 90017 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpoHtics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:myvoice@onedickpolitics.com
http://www.oneclickpoHtics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Alex Irvine

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sean Cunningham <myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com> 
Wednesday, October 12, 2016 11:12 PM 
Alex Irvine
I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I live in Downtown Los Angeles. I choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a walkable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything I need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Sean Cunningham

330 W Ilth St, 201 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Alex Irvine

From: Robert Mitchell <myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com>
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2016 1:24 AM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. That’s why 1 support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely.
Robert Mitchell

312 W 5th St
Los Angeles, CA 90013
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact 
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Alex Irvine

From: Michael Churchill <myvoice@onedickpolitics.com>
Sent: Tuesday, October 11, 2016 5:25 PM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. That’s why 1 support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Michael Churchill

756 South Broadway, PENT 7 
Los Angeles, CA 90014 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneciickpoIitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:myvoice@onedickpolitics.com
http://www.oneciickpoIitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


Alex Irvine

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Paul Chambers <myvoice@oneclickpolitics,com> 
Monday, October 10, 2016 11:48 AM 
Alex Irvine
I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I live in Downtown Los Angeles. I choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a walkable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything I need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Paul Chambers

1150 S. Olive St. Ste. 2250 
Los Angeles, CA 90015 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpoIitics.com

http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpoIitics.com


Alex Irvine

From: Paul Chambers <myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com>
Sent: Monday, October 10, 2016 11:46 AM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I love DTLA. I am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. That’s why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. I want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. I urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

D1R-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
Paul Chambers

1150 S. Olive St. Ste. 2250
Los Angeles, CA 90015 ■
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
mailto:admin@oneclickpolitics.com


From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

; Alex Irvine

Tanner Blackman <myvoice@oneclickpolitics.com>
Wednesday, October 05, 2016 2:47 PM 
Alex Irvine
I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan

Re: I'm a Friend of DTLA Who URGES You To Support Density and The Alexan 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I love DTLA. 1 am thrilled with everything there is here for shopping, entertainment, and meeting up with 
friends. LA is finally starting to feel as if it has a real Downtown. None of it would be possible without the 
people who call Downtown home. I see what a 24/7 population has made possible Downtown, but there are 
still pockets where there’s empty sidewalks, virtually nothing for blocks, and one part of Downtown seems 
disconnected from another. That5s why I support the Alexan. The Alexan will bring hundreds of new residents, 
visitors and shoppers into Downtown. ] want the experience of a fully alive and thriving DTLA. J urge you to 
support the Alexan at 9th & Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely.
Tanner Blackman

652 MATEO ST APT 203 
Los Angeles. CA 90021 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politjcs(tm) at www.onedickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact 
admin@oneclickpoiities.com
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Aiex Irvine

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Steven Sharp <myvoice@oneclickpo1itics.com>
Wednesday, October 05, 2016 2:47 PM 
Alex Irvine
Support Small Businesses, Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: Support Small Businesses. Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I work in Downtown Los Angeles. Tm part of a growing and eclectic community that’s building momentum 
with new creative offices and restaurants, more housing and density. But we are not there yet. Many small 
retail shops are working hard to keep their doors open. We still don’t have the critical mass of residents we 
need to support these businesses. The Alexan will help by bringing hundreds of new residents, visitors and 
shoppers into Downtown. The economic survival of small businesses is important to the business owners as 
well as those of us who work Downtown. I urge you to support tire Alexan at 9th and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street, Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely.
Steven Sharp

5123 Edsel Avenue .
Los Angeles, CA 90066 
Constituent

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact 
admin@onedickpolitics.com
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Alex Irvine

From: John Kennamann < myvoice@onedickpolitics.com>
Sent: Sunday, May 22, 2016 3:05 PM
To: Alex Irvine
Subject: I Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA!

Re: 1 Support The Alexan and DENSITY in Downtown LA! 

Dear Alex Irvine,

I live in Downtown Los Angeles. I choose to live here because of what DTLA offers, a walkable/bikeable 
neighborhood where there’s everything I need. We’re a community that’s building momentum with new 
housing and more density. The Alexan will bring hundreds of residents, visitors and shoppers into Downtown. 
Great streets, active sidewalks and a thriving city life is what we want. I urge you to support the Alexan at 9th 
and Hill.

DIR-2015-2976-TDR-SPR // ENV-2015-2977-MND 

850 S. Hill Street Los Angeles, CA 90014

Sincerely,
John Kennamann

939 Maple Ave. #200 
Los Angeles, CA 90015
Constituent .

Prepared by One Click Politics(tm) at www.oneclickpolitics.com. For information regarding this service, please contact
admin@oneclickpolitics.com

mailto:_myvoice@onedickpolitics.com
http://www.oneclickpolitics.com
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